
EnDev 
monitoring energy access:

off-grid electricity & modern cooking



EnDev – Global Energy Access Programme
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Coordinated by:



EnDev monitoring

Core principle: results must be reliable and verifiable! 

What is being Monitored?

Outcomes  defined as number of people / social institutions 
/SMEs that have gained sustainable access to modern energy 
services (cooking and electricity). 

Impact (co-benefits)  focus on benefits over long period, like 
economic development, climate, health and gender impacts.

Sustainability  access is considered as sustainable in case 
systems are maintained, repaired and replaced (after exceeding 
their lifespan). 

Additionality  only sales beyond replacement generate new/ 
additional  access. 
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EnDev Monitoring process:
From data collection in the field 
 to one aggregated global target figure

EnDev applies several monitoring tools.



EnDev – Main Target & Co-benefits 

502.01.2017 - Cooking Energy System V 2.0: Overview

Co-benefits = 

- CO2 emission reduction
- Job creation 

- income generation
- Empowerment of  

Women
- Reduction of Exposure 

to IAP
- ….



EnDev contributes to international discussion
about monitoring energy access
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SE4ALL definition based on multi-dimensional character of 
energy access and different access service level (tier 0 – 5)

Traditional criteria used in international statistics

 Connection to the electricity grid

 Cooking with non solid fuels

Criteria for access to cooking  
1. Indoor Air Pollution
2. Stove efficiency
3. Convenience
4. Quality of the fuel
5. Affordability
6. Availability
7. Safety 

Criteria for access to electricity 
1. Capacity of the power supply 
2. Duration 
3. Reliability 
4. Quality
5. Affordability
6. Legality 
7. Health and Safety

Simple to measure/estimate but misleading, not capturing real access situations!

To what extent are the criteria applicable for measuring access?



EnDev Criteria for access to cooking: 
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ACCESSIBILITY:
Can I prepare 
all my meals 
with this cooking system 
when I need it 
and in the quality and 
quantity that I need?

HEALTH PROTECTION:
Do I risk my health 
when using this 
cooking system?

CONVENIENCE:
Is it hassling for me to 
use this cooking 
system?



Cooking Energy System evaluation - summary
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Minimum level
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EnDev Criteria for access to cooking
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In the process of joint development with SE4All 



EnDev Criteria for access to electricity 
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Aligned with SE4All 



EnDev Kenya experience

- EnDev Kenya monitoring system is robust and detailed 

(both digital and manual processes)

- Data collection system focus on the primary data from the 
entrepreneurs (providing consumer details)

- Verification is part and parcel of the monitoring process

- The programme facilitate the collection of data

- The monitoring and verification process is costly (ranging 
between 10% -20% of the project budget)
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EnDev Kenya experience cont.

- Mobile data collection is challenging to implement due to the 
nature of entrepreneurs we are dealing with and the large 
volume of data transacted

- Culture of record keeping is still low amongst the 
entrepreneurs we deal with

- Introduction of receipt books to nurture the culture of report 
writing

- GIS maps for the distribution of technologies sold 
exists (see attached GIS maps)/Interactive maps also exist 
(see this link 
https://gizendev.maps.arcgis.com/home/index.html 
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Do we need to have structures and processes in 
place to ensure harmonized methodologies of 
monitoring and reporting on access?

In Kenya under the Clean Cookstove Association of Kenya, (CCAK), 
willing actors do provide data which gives an indication of what 
is going on, however each player does monitor progress 
differently. 

Could be a starting point for tracking progress.



Thank you for your attention.
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Funded by: 

Implemented by:


